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We want to amaze you
with our insights in your business.
By controlling your complexity
we will help you realize your boldest dream.
We love to dream,
but we believe in numbers.

We optimize production, distribution & return flows

Controlled steps to excellence

Discover value

Reset boundaries
Create visibility

you are not delegating blindly is
very reassuring. “

“We learned we can produce
better schedules by optimizing
the entire logistic chain“

“The results beat all of our
expectations. Added value was
created immediately.“

CEO Stibat

Director transport Colruyt

Director logistics DV&O

"The visibility and the fact that

Stibat is using a CONUNDRA strategic
and operational transport optimization
model. Based upon a collected weight
forecast an optimal routing is calculated,
with a focus the lowest €/ton possible
while still respecting the service level
agreements. What if scenarios allow to test
potential future changes.

Colruyt wanted to reduce the time spent
in traffic jams. As a retailer they have
1.000 and more transports on a daily
basis to their shops. CONUNDRA enables
Colruyt to reduce time in traffic jams up to
60% without the need to adapt its time
windows. These insights are a real
breakthrough for Colruyt.

DV&O is part of the ministry of justice in
The Netherlands and organizes prisoner
transport. CONUNDRA integrated each
of the specific legal rules into the strategic
optimization solution called Maxima. Fleet,
compartment allocation and people skills
were optimized based on the needs.

“A person can succeed at almost anything for
which they have unlimited enthusiasm"

Charles M. Schwab

Dr. Ir. Steven De Schrijver
Steven is co-founder and CEO of CONUDRA.
Steven has more than 15 years of practical
experience in supply chain optimization.
Steven is an experienced board advisor on a
EU level. Steven also delivers academic
publications, has a PhD and is a lecturer in
operations research.

Steven De Schrijver and An De Wispelaere fell in
love with optimization and it is from this shared
passion that CONUNDRA was born. At
CONUNDRA we strongly believe in talent and
passion, they feed the drive for result. This makes us
proud, and it’s what our customers want.
CONUNDRA provides unique solutions for big
complex non-standard top business supply chain
planning problems, making use of cutting edge
optimization techniques. These solutions will always
guide towards and be in support of our customer's
vision. In finding these distinctive solutions we dare
to take the unpaved path and definitely go the
extra mile, with a continuous focus on the
customer's vision. We anchor these values creating
solutions in our customers’ systems, to have a
permanent effect!

Dr. An De Wispelaere
An is co-founder and managing director of
CONUNDRA. An has more than 10 years of
experience in mathematical optimization. An is
the experienced an creative spirit on many of
the CONUNDRA breakthrough systems. An has
a PhD in mathematics an numerous
publications in this field.

IBM & CONUNDRA

is

business partner

1+1=3
The people at CONUNDRA have been
creating successful solutions with IBM ILOG
optimization software for more than 10
years. During this decade we have been
working very closely with the IBM ILOG
developers and creative minds on a
global level. There is a very strong bound
with the IBM ILOG ODME & CPLEX experts
in France, where ILOG was founded. It’s a
perfect marriage: IBM has the strongest
optimization engines, as proven in
benchmarks, and CONUNDRA has
experienced an bright experts to create
efficiency increasing system integrated
solutions.

KAHO & CONUNDRA
1+1=3

The people at CONUNDRA have been
creating
successful
solutions
in
collaboration with
our academic
colleagues at KAHO Sint-Lieven. This
collaboration has lead to a Baekeland
PhD project started in 2014.

collaboration

Stibat Case

Optimal collection strategy
Dutch retail and installation companies who supply batteries are obliged to participate in reverse logistics. Stibat is responsible for the collection of
batteries at over 25.000 different locations spread over the whole of the Netherlands.
Through Optibat, which uses the very powerfull CONUNDRA OptiFlow © VRP engine, Stibat evaluates multiple strategic and tactical scenarios to
further optimize their logistics network. On an operational level Optibat brings these tactical choices to life by creating the weekly schedules
collecting both in a re-active and pro-active way.
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Stibat Case

Network $imulator

$imulate All network points!
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€

A

Current cost: add a few points to fixed stops to fill
the truck

Fixed stops
Forecasted
$tock-$imulator

A

B

Optimal sequence reduces km’s & time: Lower
cost!

C

D

Fixed stops
Forecasted
$tock-$imulator

1. $imulate all network points
2. Fixed stops + $election points
3. Optimal $equence
1+2+3: minimal cost!!

A

B

C

C

Fixed stops
Forecasted
$tock-$imulator

A

1. Simulate all network points
2. Fixed stops & selection points
3. Optimal sequence
4. Optimal location depots
1+2+3+4: minimal cost!!

C

D

Stibat Case

Routing result

Forecasted VRP
The blue points are the fixed stops, the red points
are the points that are forecasted to have a
certain fill ratio. Using this fill ratio on the set of
25.000 points, each of these points gets a
indication of delivery/collection urgency. This
sense of urgency in combination with the fixed
stops is input to the very powerfull Conundra
Optiflow © VRP engine to determine the optimal
collection/delivery routing.
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DV&O Case

Prisoner transportation problem
DV & O is responsible for prisoner transportation in The Netherlands. The organization needs to solve a vehicle routing problem with time windows,
where prisoners have to be picked up and delivered while respecting capacity and safety constraints. A daily demand of about 700 prisoner
transportations yields a very complex combinatorial problem, solved by three full time planners.
Prisoners have to be transported between different locations in The Netherlands with a heterogeneous fleet of trucks. The prisoners’ criminal records
determines security measures during transportation. The fleet is spread over multiple depots. Trucks are divided in compartments and have different
levels of security. A truck must be escorted by employees (guards), with specific skills and based at different depots.
Each prisoner transport has several constraints. A pickup and delivery location is given with corresponding time windows that should always be
respected. The service times determine the time needed to (dis)embark a prisoner from the vehicle. The prisoner has to be transported with one of
the allowed truck types and must be supervised by a minimum number of employees with the requested skills. The prisoner allocation in a truck should
respect the allowed combinations of specific prisoners in one truck or compartment. Furthermore, a transportation request can consist of two trips. The
first trip (visit trip) brings the prisoner from the prison to another location (e.g. court house or a hospital). The second trip returns the prisoner to the
base location. The return trip can only start after a given residential time has passed. Both trips can be either strongly coupled, i.e. in such a way that
the vehicle has to wait and execute the return trip as well, or loosely coupled, i.e. when the return trip can be executed by an other vehicle. Each
route should start and end in the same depot where the truck was originally located and the total execution time of the route is limited.
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DV&O Case

Prisoner transportation problem

CONUNDRA Optiflow ©
The very powerfull CONUNDRA OptiFlow ©
pickup & delivery engine enables computing a
feasible routing solution for the prisoner
transportation problem in less than 100 seconds
with a potential to a very significant cost
reduction.
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Colruyt Case

Optimal driver timescheduling
Colruyt, the biggest retailer in Belgium, wanted to optimize the current starting hours of their drivers given a certain weekplanning (shop
replenishment) taking into account all sorts of regulations like maximal driving time per day and per week, preferences in start and end depot of the
driver, driver skills needed for a certain task, drivers sharing a trailer (and hence not being able to be scheduled at the same time), ...
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Colruyt Case

Optimal driver timescheduling

Proof of Concept

Scope definition

“Everything should be made as simple
as possible, but not simpler."
Albert Einstein

We will include as much complexity as needed to
convince the customer of the strenght of our
appraoch. In order to do this it is not needed to
include the full business problem.
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thank you

contact information
For more info:
info@conundra.eu
www.conundra.eu
+32 9 210 57 09
+31 850 020 499

